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Abstract: This paper discusses the changing nature of Software Reengineering

projects over the past 10 years. It is based on numerous observations in the

reengineering community and on the author’s own experience in large customer

projects.

The projects can be roughly grouped into three clusters: ‚classic’ migrations,

refurbishments and consolidations (e.g. database migration, consolidation of

customer keys after mergers); pervasive, externally time-boxed adoptions and

transitions (e.g. Year 2000 correction, Euro currency introduction); and business-

driven, enterprise-scale transformations (e.g. core-system replacement, SOA

migration).

Looking at real-life project examples, we will see how these three categories are

related. Large projects have turned out most successful where new technologies

could be used to directly support a suitable reengineering methodology. This holds

in particular for the rapidly evolving SOA migration projects.

1 Reengineering Projects

The term Reengineering is used here in a wide sense, meaning all activities that aim at

technical improvement and continued development of productive systems. The

motivations include extending the life of a reliable and suitable system, while protecting

the investments put in that system. This concept of Reengineering corresponds rather to

what we used to call Redevelopment for some time in IBM: the spectrum from

application portfolio assessment via application and program understanding to

restructuring, migration and even reverse engineering.

We can determine how our project approaches have evolved when we look at projects of

the same kind, e.g. currency migrations. Euro transitions had their start time around

1997, and they are now heavily requested in the countries that have recently obtained EU

accession. Apart from the Euro, there are in-country conversions to increase the

granularity of a given currency, as we have perceived in Bulgaria, Turkey or Venezuela,

e.g. moving from 1.000.000 old units to 1 new unit, as for example in the new (yeni)

Turkish lira.

Currency migrations also have to deal with amount field ‘anomalies’: we cannot rely on

an amount field simply holding an amount. In the very first Workshop Software
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Reengineering (WSR 1999), the author reported from a new Euro project in an insurance

company, where many amount fields had the COBOL format VSUM PIC 9(5). So

the covered insurance sum is represented in 5 numeric characters to be interpreted as

‘thousand Deutschmark’. A value of 01000 means 1 million DM. For the Euro

transition, this field had to be expanded to represent more accurately 1 million DM as

511292 €.

In addition, any different ‘interpretation’ of the 5 digit source field had to be discovered

and remedied. In this case, if the lowest-value digit contained a 1, then this was

interpreted as a flag, meaning an aggregated insurance sum over 3 damage types

(personal injuries, property damages, and material damages). So the value 02001 did

not mean the amount 2001000 but rather 2000000 with the information that this amount

held over the 3 damage types together.

In order to detect currency-relevant fields (e.g. amount fields, currency codes) and their

treatment in the program logic, back in 1998/99, we used an internal tool. This had been

developed in large-scale reengineering projects in the US and extended in some projects

in Europe. The tool was an asset to speed up IBM’s services. It had an ISPF (menu- and

command-based) user interface on the mainframe, and it was adaptable to the project

needs (e.g. using type/name/size/operation patterns to find the ‘seed’ for validation and

impact analysis). The analysis data were held in a database (DB2) and in files (VSAM).

The tool also allowed the user to analyze data flows across a number of programs and

include files. It was usually installed on the customer’s mainframe, so no sources had to

be moved. Apart from saving transfer time and storage, this was particularly welcome

for security reasons. In most cases the tool was operated by 50 - 100 programmers

simultaneously in a near-shore conversion center, so stability was crucial.

When we now run Reengineering projects (e.g. Euro projects in Eastern Europe), 10

years later, we use the same core technology. The internal tool and its related project

experience have been used as the basis for a product, called WebSphere Studio Asset

Analyzer [WSAA] for enterprise-wide application analysis. This product exists now

already in its Version 5, with a lot more parsers available, on a large number of

platforms (both mainframe and distributed). Of course, the analysis, application

understanding, and statistics functions have been heavily extended over the years. Still,

the sources stay where they are, just the analysis results are passed to a single DB2

database holding all data of all artifacts analyzed from all platforms of the enterprise.

The interface now is a GUI with remarkable capabilities for visualization of properties

and of long-ranging dependencies. A clear progress. But is this all that has happened?

In fact, before even looking into ‘Euro tools’ in 1997, we had built a solid Euro

transition methodology called EuroPath (see Fig. 1, more detail in [Gim99]). The way

methods are maintained is much simpler now (e.g. using Rational Method Composer

[RMC]) but the essence is that this method has remained stable in its kernel. The tools

portfolio for supporting each of the method’s phases and activities has grown, of course.

And some of the activity details have been refined or even revised, but the essence is the

same. This stability (‚make it right the first time’) and the dedicated support by tools

have led to success.
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Figure 1: EuroPath method, top level

As to the tools, we distinguish between tools for method handling (representation,

reference, and customization), such as RMC, and specialized tools that automate the

various method phases, such as WSAA or Rational Transformation Workbench [RTW].

The latter is a recent renaming and extension of IBM’s previous ATW (Asset

Transformation Workbench) which provides detailed analysis and transformation

functions. These can be used in particular for business-centric migrations (see Chapter 4),

and they also address mainframe assets, on IBM System z. In brief, the functionality of

RTW covers detailed application analysis, application profiling, business rules extraction

and management, application architecture transformation, reuse analysis, and metrics.

How can we leverage this ‘method-driven’ experience for the even more complex

Enterprise projects we are facing now, such as core-system transformation or SOA

migration? It will be useful to look at the practice of all three reengineering project

categories mentioned above.

1. Consolidation and Migration Projects

This category comprises a wide range of Reengineering projects of all sizes. Examples

include:

• Modularize (or better: ‘de-monolithize”) a single 200 KLoC COBOL program

into smaller and more easily maintainable units
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• Refactor a J2EE package

• Redocument a core application

• Migrate the data management from a file-based system to a relational database

system

• Adapt a system to the conditions in the target environment after a planned

migration, e.g. unavailability of ‘standard’ in-house routines

• Open up a company’s financial processing system to manage separate entities,

e.g. partners or subsidiaries

• Prepare a technical divestiture (in German: ‘Entflechtung’)

• Perform a consolidation of data and processing after a merger or acquisition

The list seems endless. There are many such activities being run within the IT

organization internally, and very few of these projects are discussed in public. We can

assume that all of these projects have a clear business reason – or even a business case

computing the estimated benefit vs. the estimated cost. However, business is involved

only in the role of an approver or sponsor, but not so much as a collaborator.

Of course these projects can turn out to be pervasive or significantly change the

Enterprise Architecture, so there are definitely transitions and intersections between the

three categories (or reengineering focus areas) stated here.

Reengineering technology plays an essential role in these projects, speeding up the

process and hopefully improving the completeness and accuracy of the results.

Historically, methodology has not been in the foreground for projects of this category,

one reason being that the range of activities is too diverse to set up a unique approach

across them.

Still, for some of the project types, early Legacy Transformation (LT) methods have

been built in the late 1980s and early 1990s, along with a preceding Application

Portfolio Management (APM) method. At that time IBM had set up a Worldwide

Application Redevelopment Center (WWARC) in Chicago, strongly pushed from

projects in the automobile industry in the Great Lakes area. Still today, a number of oft-

cited reengineering contributions are authored by the early drivers of this center, e.g. the

work on legacy transformation patterns [Hes05]. Back at that time, an LT method was

the ‘logical consequence’ of collecting experience from a number of large industry

projects. Still today this is the best source of building methods.

APM was well positioned as a separate method – potentially justifying, inducing or

preparing LT projects. Other measures might be taken as well, e.g. to sun-set or replace

existing systems, or to continue maintaining a system without any change. A number of

companies have decided to take the ‘M’ in APM seriously and not only perform a one-

time application portfolio assessment: Continuously updating the portfolio, e.g. daily

with the inclusion of the newly released artifacts, provides an invaluable source of up-to-

date information for all kinds of business and technical decisions. Those companies that

invested in the set-up of a continuous portfolio management have definitely improved

their position in the market.
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Later, at the beginning of this decade, the IBM LT method has included – besides

migration & consolidation, web enablement and application integration – the area of

application renovation. This is important in that it provides the preparation for the

Legacy Transformation method aiming at SOA, as we will see in Chapter 4. An

overview of the LT method components is provided in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Legacy Transformation method overview

2 Pervasive, IT-centric Reengineering Projects

Many of these projects are triggered externally, e.g. the Year 2000 projects by the date

approaching and the internal IT potentially not fully prepared for handling 21st century

dates flawlessly. In many cases the system owners or developers had not thought that

their code would be used for such a long time, surviving generations of hardware and

system software. So the perilous situations with 2-digit dates had to be discovered and

remedied well before the date would become relevant in the applications.

Most Year 2000 projects made use of one or several of the following techniques:

• ‘Windowing’: Stick with the 2-digit dates and introduce a ‘century window’

at, say, 40: Interpret all values between 40 and 99 as ‘19xx’ and all values

between 00 and 39 as ‘20xx’, to cover the century window of 1940-2039.

This involves inserting some control logic but prevented database changes

(including IMS segment extensions).
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• Expansion: Migrate every date field from 2 to 4 characters: clean,

sustainable, but expensive (not only ‘expansive’).

• Encoding: Depending on the programming language and date representation,

select the most suitable way of using the current representation, e.g. if 2 bytes

are used for the year, there are plenty possibilities to encode all required year

ranges, even one byte could hold 256 different values (this is why numerous

industrial applications already had 3-byte coded date representations, much to

the astonishment of some of the tool providers).

Based on these three basic solution techniques, IBM developed the method

TRANSFORMATION2000. This was a dedicated and detailed description of how to

plan, analyze, perform and validate Year 2000 changes. The method was accompanied

by required tool functions. Those were provided by IBM and its partner companies, one

of them simply and rightfully called the Year 2000 transformation a correction.

With less effort and less adaptation to the problem needs, other service providers used

their own software development methods and merely marked those parts that might help

when performing a date correction. Like in a gold rush, the same tool suite was suddenly

sold as a ‘Y2K method’.

Across the industry, the technology support was predominant, but only a small number

of dedicated methods were in place: defined prescriptions of how to organize the project,

how to analyze and what to do in which situations, with which kinds of tools.

This changed slightly with advent of the currency transitions, as in some cases a

business transition (e.g. changed sales strategy, revised psychological pricing) could

accompany the IT transition (e.g. dual-currency presentation from 1999, final data

migration from 2002). This business transition ‘branch’ is shown in the upper part of the

EuroPath diagram (Fig. 1).

Much experience could be reused in terms of project management: how to organize

analysis and suitable change across practically all of a company’s sources, what to

automate and what not to automate. However, the methodology itself for running a Euro

transition project was much different from a purely technical project such as Year 2000

correction [Gim99].

Later projects such as introducing the IBAN (International Bank Account Number) or

ISIN (International Securities Identification Number) in banking could benefit

considerably from the methodology used in the previous projects, as well as from the

application repository built in the previous projects.
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2. Enterprise-scale, Business-centric Reengineering Projects

This project category comprises major reengineering projects that represent a significant

transition of a company’s Enterprise Architecture. Typically, these projects are driven,

supported and monitored by the business; they require a strong and well prepared IT

organization and mature governance to complete successfully.

Projects in this category include core-system transformations. This means that, for

instance, an insurance company replaces its core contract and damage management

system by a new one, or a manufacturing company decides to transform its product life-

cycle management (PLM) system into a new one, potentially combined with a

consolidation. Usually, the existing system is home-grown legacy and the target system a

customizable package. While there is a huge number of package providers on the market,

there are relatively few large success stories reported in the press.

One of these ‘heart transplantation’ projects took place at a major Japanese bank whose

core-bank provider performed a dedicated language migration of their product (from

COBOL to Java) for this client, before ‘implanting’ it in the bank’s environments, while

preserving all the ‘bloodstreams’ (i.e. interfaces) to the surrounding systems. Another

recent example is a huge Irish bank, where the core-bank supplier performed a platform

migration of its package onto the IBM System z mainframe environment to fulfill the

bank’s requirements.

Given the preceding mergers and acquisitions among banks, these projects tend to be

huge, and they are extraordinarily complex as they need to continuously satisfy the

existing users/clients and to simultaneously introduce new functionality, e.g. efficient

(bank) product building. While moving the bank to the provider’s process model may

have some benefits in terms of ‘process cleansing’, still not all existing core-bank related

applications may be shut down after the transformation, as some perform an important

additional functionality that is not covered by standard software. So the real savings in

maintenance can be much lower than initially expected. This must be reflected in the

business case, and it usually is – given the costs incurred in such a transformation.

For a medium to large bank, the total costs of a core-system transformation may be in

the area of $100m or more. This will be prohibitive in many cases. Therefore, there is a

tendency to pursue a stepwise reengineering of the existing core-bank applications into

a more flexible architecture. This usually includes concepts of service-oriented

architecture (SOA), and it is used as basis for building enhanced or new functions.

One example of a high-level Reengineering/SOA ‘roadmap’ with three major

reengineering steps is shown in Fig. 3.

In this example, the bank starts with leveraging its existing advisory portal and the

underlying services. New portal technology is used with more individualization

capabilities, and more services are added and composed to improve the advisory

functionality for the bank employees. Also, the external portal functions towards

partners and customers are improved with a view to customer satisfaction.
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Figure 3: SOA migration steps at a major European bank

The next reengineering step involves business process management, process modeling,

simulation, monitoring and continuous improvement. Some of the process steps are

exposed as services in a clearly defined way (see [Ars04]). Also, workload optimization

and shoring are performed in this step. Finally, a product and pricing engine is built –

based on the existing functionality – which provides the flexibility to release new

banking products within days and to perform price calculations and new offers quickly

due to market requirements.

In each of the three reengineering steps, SOA methodology and technology as well as

SOA governance are introduced by need – in an evolutionary manner. Each

reengineering step is estimated to yield a business benefit plus a potential cost saving,

which are used as additional investments for the follow-on stages.

All activities involved in transforming a company’s existing architecture into an SOA

are summarized in the term SOA migration [CHT04, GW05]. There are several project

examples of SOA migration (both top-down and bottom-up approaches) reported in a

recent practice handbook [Hil07].

Moving an existing application towards an SOA requires – at the very least – a detailed

analysis of a large number of existing artifacts incl. processes, existing services, service

components and all the programming-related artifacts that are also analyzed in other

project categories. Therefore, methods such as LT or APM (see section 2 above) are
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even more required in this project category. In addition, the SOA migration must be

oriented at a target design for the architecture from the very beginning. Powerful design

methods are, for example, Component Business Modeling (CBM), followed by

Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture (SOMA).

CBM [PKR05] cuts down a company’s business competencies into non-overlapping,

largely stand-alone Business Components, while documenting their included business

processes, resources, applications, infrastructure, etc. This approach provides a good

starting point for designing services: each component has a set of consumed and offered

services that are provided by other business components. Now the processes that use

these business services can be decomposed, and the service candidates are refined. This

is done during service identification using SOMA [Ar05].

Not surprisingly, both CBM and SOMA contain essential method elements that prescribe

work with existing assets, e.g.

• Analyzing the structure and adequacy of existing applications and

infrastructure within a business component;

• Analyzing all kinds of existing artifacts to ensure service candidate

completeness;

• Supporting design decisions based on the availability and quality of, say, an

existing transaction and program logic to be used for a service realization.

The ‘legacy literacy’ of these methods is key in their practical acceptance. To the

author’s knowledge, none of our customers has requested to build an SOA ‘beside’ their

existing IT landscape but all want aim at evolving their existing architecture [Gim08].

Figure 4: Method family for SOA migration
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Rather recently, a dedicated method called L2SOA (Legacy to SOA) has been built that

is fully consistent with the Existing Assets parts of the SOA design methods (CBM,

SOMA) and additionally takes relevant input from APM and LT explicitly (see Fig. 4

and [Gim08]). The resulting method contains a number of project scenarios that help

adopt the method contents to the project situation at hand.

The idea behind L2SOA is that it can be rolled out to a wider community of

transformation or reengineering experts, not necessarily requiring full SOA business

design capabilities. This has led to a consolidated method with the four phases: Analyze

– Model – Transform – Migrate, along with a detailed specification of the activities and

their relationships. Such a wide roll-out of SOA migration methodology is required,

given the increasing demand in SOA realization leveraging existing assets in all

industries.

L2SOA is used, for example, in an SOA migration project for a large Electronics

company, where one sub-project addresses the encapsulation of the PDM (Product Data

Management) interfaces into the ‘right’ set of services for a solid future use.

This project has included the analysis of all existing

- Core PDM applications,

- PDM APIs,

- Using applications (both internally, by other business areas, and externally, by

business partners),

- Usage relationships,

- Usage patterns.

The model part of the project includes process, data, and service modeling, where the

latter – within L2SOA – relies on SOMA prescriptions and adds some management

support.

The transformation part of this project is now underway. It includes building the target

SOA realization based on the as-is representation of the domain, namely three main

categories of PDM interfaces:

- Transaction-level encapsulation (CICS), using CICS Web Service support

- Program-level encapsulation (COBOL, Java, C++), using code transformation

support, such as in [RTW]

- Database-level encapsulation (DB2 Stored Procedures), using DB2 features

and RTW-like tools (the latter in case of non-SQL procedures).

The so-called migration part of L2SOA includes (automated) documentation, production

system set-up, data conversion, acceptance testing, training, etc.
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3 Summary

In the past 10 years, reengineering project experience has grown considerably, and with

it the maturity of reengineering methods and technology. New kinds of projects have

come up, with a stronger focus on transformations and enterprise-scale migrations that

contribute immediate business value. Leveraging existing assets has become an essential

part of these initiatives, with demand for even more comprehensive methodologies,

which in turn demand powerful and fully integrated reengineering tool sets.

While significant preparations have been achieved, including the L2SOA method

development, the journey ahead will not be free of surprises. Each project will require a

set of transformation techniques to be used in combination. As with all complex

transformation projects, strict project management is required. Extrapolated from the

experience gained so far, the quality and economics of a well-governed SOA migration

will be attractive to most companies.
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